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摘    要
                                   

当多发氢弹丸从枪口飞出并注入到 HL-1M 等离子体时，用二维

SensiCam 360LF CCD 相机观察弹丸注入和消融云。从取得的照片

中得到飞行弹丸的形状。通过多次曝光（曝光时间 100 ns）和长曝

光的照片，分析了弹丸消融过程和云的结构。描述了实验布置、实

验所得到的结果，并进行了消融云特点的研究。
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  Investigation on HL-1M Pellet Shape
and Cloud Structure

ZHENG Yinjia
         (Southwestern Institute of Physics, Chengdu, 610041)

                     ABSTRACT
When hydrogen multi-pellet flied out from the gun exit and was injected into

the HL-1M plasma, the pellet injection and ablation cloud were observed by using a
2D CCD camera SensiCam 360LF. The shape of flight pellet from the gun exit was
obtained with the photos taken. The pellet ablation process and the structure of its
cloud were analyzed by means of photos with multiple exposure (exp. 100 ns) and
long exposure. The experimental setup are described. The experimental setup is
described, the results of the pellet injection experiment and characteristic of ablation
cloud are preserted.
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    INTRODUCTION

    Pellet injection is proposed as a fueling means of stable fusion reactor in the
future. Various complex phenomena take place during pellet-plasma interactions.
The perturbation introduced by pellet injection can be used as plasma diagnostics.
Russia scientists have carried out some related experiments for several years.
    Frozen pellet injected into plasma is exposed to direct action of energetic
particles, mainly electrons. As gyration radius of electron is much less than pellet
radius, electrons can move to the pellet surface along the magnetic field lines.
Immediately around the pellet forms cigar-shaped cloud, consisting of neutral (inner)
and partially or fully ionized (outer) particles, the latter may follow the local
magnetic field[1]. The intensity of Hα radiation from the cloud often infer the pellet
ablation rate, so pellet ablation characteristic is usually studied photographically.
Various ablation models (such as neutral gas shielding (NGS), neutral gas and
plasma shielding (NGPS)) and their modification are developed[2].
    During the passage in the outer plasma region, the cloud expends almost
spherically. Once the pellet penetrates deeper beyond safety factor q(r) =2, the time-
integrated track indicates that the cloud elongates along the local magnetic field, the
shape becomes cigar. The trajectory shows the presence of striations (space and time
modulation of light emission)[ 3].
    This paper is divided into five sections: (1) experimental setup; (2) pellet
injection and its velocity measurement; (3) pellet cloud investigation; (4) summary
and (5) acknowledgement.

1  EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The pellet experimental setup on the HL-1M tokamak is showed in Fig. 1(a).
The detecting fan of Hα emission PIN array, pellet injecting line and the optical axis
of the CCD camera were located on the same poloidal cross-section. The camera
was mounted 8.7 cm above the injection port, viewing angle 13.4°with respect to
injecting direction. In front of  the camera there were zoom lens (f/1.4, f=0.8 m
corresponding to the distance from the camera to ablation cloud to be observed) and
optic filter (λ0=656.3 nm, FWHM=7 nm). The optical fiber 40 meters long
transported the data between the CCD sensor and personal computer, the later
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displayed imagines taken, treated data and drawing.

(a) pellet cloud observation

1. Interference filters; 2. Zoom lens; 3. CCD camera; 4. Optical fiber 40
m long; 5. Power supply; 6. Multi-pellet injection system & vp
measuring unit; 7. Electronics trigger unit; 8. Hαdetector array; 9. Data
acquisition system; 10. Pellet injection direction; 11. PC; 12. Plasma.
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     Fig.1.    Experimental  setup
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(b) pellet shape observation

1. Flash instrument; 2. CCD & PC; 3. Ruler;
4. Pellet injection direction; 5. Control unit.

Fig.1  Experiment setup
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    In order to observe pellet itself and its injection, an experiment setup was
designed on the injecting output window. It consisted of a ruler, a flash instrument,
CCD camera, personal computer and related control and trigger unit. The whole
arrangement is shown in Fig. 1(b). Flash duration one time was 0.7 µs, so CCD
camera should be exactly adjusted opening so as to take photo just on this time
duration. On the window below along the injection direction the ruler was put to
indicate dimension in millimeter.
    The CCD pixels number is 640(H)×480(V), spectral response 280～1000 nm,
quantum efficiency ≥40% and FPS (frames per second) 30 (full frame). As the
image file format (b16) defined by PCO company in this type of camera was a
binary file format to store data, so proper related software was developed for data
processing and drawing.
    HL-1M device is a circular cross-section tokamak with an iron core transformer
(the major and minor radii R0, a are 1.02 m and 0.26 m). The ohmic-heated plasma
current Ip=120～250 kA, Bt =2.2～2.7 T, target electron density ne= (0.3～3.5)×1019

m-3 during horizontal injection of 8 hydrogen pellets (2×Φ1.0 mm, 6×Φ1.2 mm) as
well as supersonic molecular beam injection.

2 PELLET INJECTION AND ITS VELOCITY MEASUREMENT

It is well known the fact that pellet flight velocity is assumed constant before
and after entering plasma. Along the injecting tube there installed pellet flight
velocity (vp ) measurement unit. The vp-measuring unit, being composed of semi-
conductor laser and fiber optic interrupter array, was fitted on the injecting tube. vp

can be determined by two of signals from the interrupters. Meanwhile it may be
given according to the duration and distance between one of the interrupter and
cloud position[5].

For measured results, in most cases the flight velocity (vp) range was of 500～
1100 m/s, the lowest velocity measured was vp=210 m/s, the error was estimated to
be about ±1.5%.

Fig. 1(b) shows the experimental arrangement for pellet shape observation. As
flash time was very short (0.7 µs), the camera control and opening synchronization
were key points for taking photos. A pulse signal taken from the vp-measuring unit
was used as trigger. The synchronization of openings between the flash and the
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camera was controlled by electronics  circuit. Set camera exposure time 1 µs and
no delay time so as to cover the whole flash time.

The ice methane was chosen to test ice hydrogen pellet injection. A lot of
photos were taken as indicated in Fig. 2. In general cryogenic pellet was injected
from the exit of the injecting tube in the cylindrical form, occasionally in bullet
shape or a small pellet. On the exit region of injecting tube, out-injected pellet
position was not all centralized, sometime they might be away from the central
position. During their flight most of them injected out were found tumbling[6].

The CCD observation proved the extruder could work in sequence satisfactorily,
therefore continuous pellet production (Up to 8 or more pellets were injected for one
injecting gun) realized. For the cryogenic cylindrical pellet the typical diameters
were observed from 0.5 to 1.2 mm and lengths from 3 to 8 mm.

In a word, these photos suggested that before going into plasma, initial pellet
almost formed in the cylindrical shape (for example, rp0×(3～10) rp0) to enter the
plasma, always with tumbling.

3  PELLET CLOUD INVESTIGATION

 Fig. 1(a) shows the experimental arrangement for pellet cloud observation, here
the CCD camera timing is very important. We took the Hα diagnostic signal
(emitting from pellet itself) as trigger pulse. After a series of electronics disposing,
this distinctive signal was more exact and suitable for CCD photography than
before[4].

 Two kinds of settings were chosen for camera control: A) multiple and B) long
exposures. Setting A was cycle program control with purpose of observing ablation
process in detail. A cycle means an exposure and delay time (between two
exposures). For a cycle of delay time + exposures time, up to 10 cycles can be set.
Setting B is for the whole pellet ablation history, its exposure time is greater than
pellet ablation duration τa (≈0.4 ms).

 The most typical shapes of the ablation clouds were “spherical”, “cigar-shaped”,
“dynamiccal”, “fragmental” as listed in Fig. 3. Spherical shape demonstrated that
pellet entered plasma with slow velocity in more cases in our experiment, for
example, vp=210 m/s and ablated only in the outer plasma region (q>2). The
particles in the cloud were nearly neutral particles. Its expansion was unaffected by
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the magnetic field, so the cloud expanded spherically and Hα intensity had a
gaussian-peaked profile, darker central region was not seen (Fig. 4(a)).

    The cigar-shape indicated pellet went into deeper area (q≤2), apart from
neutral particles in the cloud, its outer region contained ionized particles. These ions

Fig.2  Pellet injecting shapes
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dragged neutral particles to move along the magnetic field (Fig. 4(b)). Owing to
collision, the cloud evolution underwent two clearly distinguished phases: (a) radial
flow confinement (µs time-scale); (b) free expansion along the magnetic field (ms
time-scale)[2].
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                 Fig. 4  Hα profile of Cloud intensity
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A. Multi-exposure, 10×(Exp. 0.1 µ s+Del. 37 µ s);
     B. Long exposure, Exp. > 400 µ s

    Fig. 3  Photos of pellet cloud

 (a) Spherical (d) Ablating Process

(b) Sharp cigar-shaped  (e) Grains

 (c) Dynamical  (f) Track bending
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As soon as outer cloud layer became ionized, cloud expansion dropped until full
stops of the radial expansion. In normal case lengths were 50～90 mm along the
magnetic field and the radial widths were 5～10 mm, expansion rates were nearly
(2.5～5)×104 m/s, almost two order higher than vp.

 Concerning the structure of cigar-shaped cloud ablated in the deeper plasma
region, usually there existed a plateau with approximately constant emission
intensity and hollow in the central. The plateau seemed to be straight, the plateau
length was much larger than plateau radius that was obviously larger than pellet
radius rp. Outside the plateau light intensity decayed exponentially with a
characteristic length. The longitudinal decay length was greater than that across the
magnetic field[8].
    Time-integrated image Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 3(d) illustrated the whole pellet
ablation process: first in the boundary, the cloud radiation intensity was very weak
due to lower ne and Te, the shape became spherical, at ablating beginning cloud often
expanded symmetrically. Later cigar-shaped, the cloud freely expanded along the
local magnetic field and changed its shape to sharp cigar-shaped. The maximum
length reached 174 mm (Fig. 3(d)). Then the pellet dimension dropped, accordingly
cloud length decreased, finally disappeared[9].
    In Fig. 3(e), a lot of fragments dispersed in all directions. We considered they
already existed before entering plasma. In some photos (See Fig. 3(f)), we can see
instead of being straight the pellet trajectory always bent towards the electron drift
side of plasma Ip.
    Asymmetry of Hα emission on the ion and electron side of plasma (Fig. 4(c))
showed unequal heating flow, resulting from rocket effect driven by the
superthermal electrons (10～150 keV), the presence of which was observed in the
experiments by hard X-ray diagnosis[10].
       Fig. 3(c) and (d) suggested periodic formation of clouds as well, that is, when
old cloud formed, even collapsed, the pellet exited from this shielding cloud, began
to build a new cloud and so on. Fuelling went through whole τa, the deeper the pellet
went, the better fuelling efficiency was[2].

4  SUMMARY

    CCD photography (exp. 100 ns) provided a good deal of information for pellet
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ablation process. Cloud shape, structure and trajectory (and its bending) were
analyzed, pellet shape just injected from the tube exit was given. These observation
results will benefit the further pellet fueling experiment.
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